Abstract-Due to the globalization, today's manufacturing industry has to mobilize as many as resources in order to satisfy needs of every customer. At the same time, the production resources are more often geographically distributed. In this context, the necessary shifting of intermediate products as well as the final delivery requires transportation among different manufacturing sites, warehouses, consumers, etc. As the business of enterprises grows, transportation demands also grow with that, resulting problems of increasing transportation cost, environmental pollution and coordination between production and transportation operations. In order to address these problems, a possible solution is to better define the routing for transportation requests. This paper proposes an environment friendly method based on a reduced weighted graph with transportation resources competencies to generate dynamic routing between pickup and delivery locations according to shortest distance and time in order to facilitate consolidation and consequently cost and pollution reduction
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, manufacturers have to deal with a variety of competitors, suppliers and customers coming from several markets in the world. With the help of Information Communication Technology (ICT), suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers can share information rapidly and precisely [1] . To deal with the complexity of business routines, people use some automatic mechanisms to handle the data and information during the operation in logistics and manufacturing activities. Indeed, firms around the world have been implementing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems since the 1990s in order to have a uniform information system in their respective organizations and to re-engineer their business processes [2] . However, it remains the lack of better coordination methods between production scheduling, logistics and warehousing, etc.
In most of the transportation approaches, routes of the vehicle come from an optimization scheduling process based on pick up and delivery dates of the considered set of transport orders. In our context, we consider that vehicle's route is already defined by the transporter, on the basis of any criteria, for example future demand forecast. Example of this transportation is like train, bus or airplane routes whose circulation is predefined. Therefore, transportation planning assumed here has to optimally place transport orders in the vehicle's route in efficient way and routing for finding optimal path for each transport order is the pre-step of the planning. This routing may determine route comprising of delivery of transport order by one or more vehicles in transshipment. Moreover, each transport order may request routing on the basis of several criteria (shortest distance, time, cost, early deliver or trade of between two or more of these criteria). The goal of the paper is to define the routing in an efficient way, which eventually focuses on both transport order's priority criteria and efficient utilization of the transport resources in a collaborative context.
Driven by the requirement of dispatching distributed resources and high-performance collaboration between them, different multi-agent models have been proposed and applied trying to solve such scheduling tasks. Many researchers have proposed different active models to solve such distributed resource scheduling and planning problems. They proposed multi-agent system (MAS), which is a computerized system composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents within an environment [3] . It is designed to be competent to solve complex problems that are difficult or impossible for an individual agent or a monolithic system to solve by cooperation between several autonomous agents via collaborative networks.
In the context of transportation, whose objective is to support production, we consider transportation orders generating during the production process as well as for the final delivery. During a production process, one manufacturing site, usually a factory or workshop require delivery of intermediate products to the other sites for a next process. During the delivery, final products need to be shipped to warehouse or delivered to the customers. In both cases, a transport request arrives with basic information elements indicating starting location, delivery location, delivery time and etc. In order to plan those deliveries optimally, we need to find out the best path from the start to the destination. For the delivery of transport orders common constraint that arises is the limited transport resources (vehicles) usually operated by a single transporter service provider. In order to ensure the order's delivery, transportation service providers need to cooperate with each other. In this paper, we propose an autonomous Path Finder agent as a web service. It has an up-to-date awareness of all transportation resources, the combining network including all transporters. Before the planning, Path Finder will suggest a shortest path for each transportation order requested. In section 2, we present a state of the art literature on transportation planning methodologies and path finding technologies. Section 3 is dedicated explanation of Path Finder agent and the system proposed. In the section 4, we illustrate how Path Finder calculates the shortest path using a graph and how Path Finder finally works with a multi-agent system for facilitating transportation planning. Finally, we describe in section 4, the implementation of Path Finder and show the results with benchmarks.
II. STATE OF ART

A. Transportation scheduling methodologies
Two famous approaches for transportation planning solutions are operational research approaches and mathematical programming. In operational research approaches, a complete structure of the shops, activities, jobs, and all other related constraints can be represented in some detail as that, given appropriate input data and simple heuristic dispatching rules at decision points, the computer could extrapolate a given schedule into the future at a relatively low cost. Investigators should generate various types of artificial or historical input data and simulate the effect of using different types of simple heuristics under different conditions. In mathematical programming approach, linear integer programming and dynamic programming are the most widely mathematical techniques used for solving production-scheduling problems. The main advantage of such mathematical models is their capabilities of determining the optimal schedule. For largescale problems, the mathematical formulation remains difficult and in some cases it cannot be derived [4].
The traditional scheduling methods encounter great difficulties when they are applied to real-world situations. This is because they use simplified theoretical models and all computations are carried out in a central computing manner. The multi-agent systems, on the other hand, suggest an innovative, lightweight approach to scheduling problems. Agent-based systems have been hailed as a new paradigm for conceptualizing, designing, and implementing software systems. This essentially distributed approach is more flexible, efficient, and adaptable to real-world dynamic manufacturing environments.
Recently, researchers have applied multi-agent systems trying to solve scheduling problems. Applications include manufacturing shop scheduling, transportation scheduling, construction scheduling [5] , power distribution scheduling, Grid-scheduling [6] , meeting and course timetable scheduling [7] , medical test scheduling, and project management. Agentbased approaches have several potential advantages for distributed manufacturing scheduling [8] . These approaches use parallel and distributed computation through a large number of processors, which may provide scheduling systems with high robustness and efficiency.
B. Path finding technologies
The paper written by Leonhard Euler on the Seven Bridges of Königsberg and published in 1736 is regarded as the first paper in the history of graph theory [9] . In real life and production, many problems can be abstracted to models containing a graph e.g. social relationships, highway system. In the last decades, with the prosperity of operational research and computer science, graph theory has been enriched and applied in various fields. Recently, driven by more complex and combined scenarios, people have proposed ITS (Intelligent Transport System) [10] trying to fulfill more advanced transport criteria. But the methods in ITS are quite complex and focus too much on traffic control, navigation and low-level implementation. Dealing with transportation planning or logistics problems, we need a good abstraction model and there are always classic and common scenarios where similar mapping can be found in graph theory. In path finding or path planning, shortest path problem is one of these.
In this paper, our concern is finding the shortest path from one location to another in a transportation network in order to facilitate the scheduling of transportation and production planning. Typically, the single-source shortest-path problem was discovered by Dijkstra (1959), while the all-pair shortestpath algorithm is due to Floyd (1962) , who obtained the result based on a theorem by Warshall (1962) [11] . When searching a shortest path, especially in graph with sparse nodes, Dijkstra is a most classical and mature algorithm [12] . When dealing with a dense graph, a Goal-Directed approach will be better e.g. A * search, Geometric Containers, Precomputed Cluster Distances [13] . In this paper, we develop our algorithms based upon Dijkstra and A * with some improvement.
III. PATH FINDER AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In a traditional production scenario illustrated in Fig 3. 1, we have several distributed manufacturing sites. Each site could be an enterprise or a workshop. Now these manufacturing sites have intention to combine to form a virtual enterprise to be more productive. But their manufacturing systems work separately. In order to manufacture products collaboratively, these sites need to exchange some intermediate products to form final products. In this case, they have to plan that production process in a distributed fashion. However, the question is how we transfer goods among distributed sites with respect to various manufacturing processes and budget optimization. To handle such a dynamic and collaborative scenario, then our model is evolved a generic model with transportation planning in Fig 3. 2.
As illustrated in Fig.3 .2, we have new components, compared to Fig.3.1 , that are responsible for transportation and Path Finder agent. Before transportation scheduling runs, each 3PL communicates with Path Finder agent to obtain the routing for each order. To fulfill the collaborative scheduling that covers a bunch of sites over a region, Path Finder agent must function in interoperable manner with every connected 3PL. Path Finder collects necessary information from these 3PL to build a real-time transportation network that governs all the public transportation resources. Whenever some manufacturing site proposes a request as a transportation order, Path Finder dynamically calculates a shortest path for this order. Path Finder keeps an up-to-date awareness of all the 3PLs' vehicles' availability and their effective displacement. We define each displacement as a Transport Activity (TA). For the geographic information like distance and duration of each TA, Path Finder will acquire freely from available Internet services like Google Maps. Next section is dedicated to explanation of shortest path and the system's architecture is presented in section 4.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
A. Distributed multi-agent scheduling system
Fig 4.1 illustrates a general architecture of the distributed multi-agent scheduling system including manufacturing sites and transportation service provider (3PL) as well as Path Finder agent. On the left side of Fig 4. 1, both manufacturing and transportation sub-systems are physically distributed, while the multi-agent scheduling control unit is deployed in a centralized pattern shown on the right side (server side). When the scheduling request from manufacturing sites or transportation 3PL arrives at the master service who is in charge of supervising and collaborating the overall scheduling, the master service will allocate an exclusive server process responsible for all related operations of the scheduling request session. About how exactly each agent acts inside each subsystem and how they cooperate, please refer to [14] [15] . In Fig.4.2 , each time a transportation scheduling request is sent to its exclusive server (T), Path Finder agent firstly returns a reasonable transportation routing that the scheduling must follow afterwards. Routing for manufacturing site means the proceeding sequence shifting between different machines or workshops. The similar process mapped to transportation is the sequence of cities and routes. Any transport requirement from any manufacturing site equals to a transportation order for a transportation 3PL (3rd party logistics).
In Fig 4.1, there is a component 
B. Path Finder agent
As a web service, Path Finder follows the basic design pattern of request and response between client and server. Fig  4. 3 is a trimmed and simplified structure of Path Finder. Basically, there are 3 kinds of actions or behaviors defined for Path Finder: maintenance operations or status query, path query, and geographic data update query. Path Finder connection threads are the temporary sub-server for each request. Transport net context is the core graph containing upto-data transport resources information. When a shortest path query request arrives, Path Finder will choose a proper algorithm according to the search strategy to search the transportation graph i.e. transport net context. When some new operating zone or TA are defined, Path Finder need to update their geographic information. Simultaneously, map service "querier" will access public map service to download and parse the newest geographic data, then store them into the shared resources register. Every request will follow certain standard format protocol recognized by Path Finder. Path Finder connection thread will parse the message and execute respectively.
In the transport graph i.e. transport net context, we let each identified location to be a node and each TA (Transportation Activity) to be the directed arc between two nodes. In Fig 4.4 we take a small example in which we have locations labelling from A to G and vehicles from V1 to V10. Each location represents a manufacturing site, a transportation 3PL or a warehouse. Each transportation 3PL define their own TAs and vehicles as public transportation resources. Path Finder will collect information, which will be maintained in shared resources registry. Thus in the same graph, vehicles could be from different participants. While they work together in the same collaborative networks to fulfill scheduling from a global point of view. The directed arcs representing TAs usually appear in pair between two locations, which means that the vehicle will circulate back and forth instead of a one-way trip. The natural distance between two locations will be retrieved by public map service e.g. Google Maps. In fact, we only query the geographic distance and general transport time from public map service for those TAs that are predefined by 3PLs.
When the best path is about the shortest transportation time, notice that from A to D we have multiple available vehicles V1 and V2, then the transportation time from A and D will be the average value of V1 and V2. An important constraint is that the accessibility between locations must comply with vehicles' competences (the competences of a vehicle indicates those TAs it circulates), e.g. in Fig 4. 4, even though we have arcs between C to E and E to G, but there is no any vehicle that will execute these TAs (we assume that because of accident or any other reason, some vehicles are temporarily unavailable), then between C to E and E to G are still blocked. Thus, we declare that the graph on which Path Finder acts is actually a reduced graph weighted with transportation resources competencies. This is also another reason why we have to make Path Finder to be a service capable of dynamically updating. Let's consider location G. Apparently, the only TAs that link G with other locations lack vehicle competences, thus G is absolutely isolated. Then Path Finder will response to any shortest path request whose destiny is G that the path is blocked.
C. Algorithms performance analysis
Several case studies were developed. The case study we choose in this section covers more than 60 metropolises located in France, part of Germany and Italy. An easy interface as shown in Fig 4. 5 is also built to show the path graphically. A performance analysis comparing Dijkstra and A* algorithm when dealing with shortest distance path query is shown in 
CONCLUSION
For the delivery of transport orders common constraint that arises is the limited transport resources (vehicles) usually operated by a single transporter service provider. In order to ensure the order's delivery, transportation service providers need to cooperate with each other. In order to facilitate a distributed and collaborative transportation planning, we proposed a Path Finder agent as a web service in order to yield the best path for the delivery of transport orders between two production sites and final delivery to customers. Path Finder agent is designed to find out the routing of vehicles based on the different criteria like shortest distance or time between origin and destination. It builds and maintains a reduced graph weighted with transportation resources competencies. The geographic information (time and distance between two locations) that Path Finder uses to build the transport network graph is retrieved from public map service. Path Finder uses algorithms based on Dijkstra to find the shortest route. When we can find a reasonable heuristic function and the transport network is thin, we consider applying A* algorithm or other Goal-Directed methods which would be more efficient in that circumstance.
